Abstract. This paper analyses Hinton"s selective translation of Li Sao in the light of translation intersubjectivity paradigm. This paper adopts qualitative and descriptive method by analyzing David Hinton"s translation of Li Sao from the aspects of the translator and the author, the translator and the text, the translation and the target reader. A translator is relatively free when he is doing selective translation, since the translator can decide which part he would like to translation. However by the constraints of the author, the text, and the reader, the translator"s subjectivity cannot be exerted without limitation. By negotiating with the author and target reader, in the selective translation, the translator remains the finest part that contains the most information about author"s intention, and presenting the target readers an acceptable translation. This paper concludes that the translator should bear in mind that selective translation method inevitably spoils the author"s intention, the translators should use this method reasonably by never distorting the author"s intention.
Literature Review
Translation intersubjectivity is a notion adopted from philosophy. There are three philosophical questions that have been discussed for centuries: (1) what do we mean by "being"? (2) how are we conscious? (3) why should I live? Many philosophers were trying to find out the answers of these questions. As a result, their findings have constructed the system of modern philosophy. From Descartes"s "Cogito Ergo Sum" (I think, therefore I am), to Heidgger"s "Language is the house of Being. In its home man dwells." [1] , to Wittgenstein"s "the limits of my language means the limits of my world" [2] , the philosophers explored for the precise keys to the nature of the world, human"s cognitive ability and especially, the significance of language. Habermas"s Theory of Communicative Action broke the dualism of subject-object in the study of subjectivity philosophy. Habermas"s theory also provided a new idea for translation studies and research approach, for translation is a kind of social communicative action, which involves more than one subject. The limitation of Habermass"s theory of Communicative Action is that the communicative action acts under the ethic and moral discipline, and each communicative subject stands in an equal position, which makes the theory quite idealistic. And Bakhtin, too, concerned intersubjectivity and dialogue as the core of his philosophy -Dialogism. Bakhtin hold view that in a dialogue, the participant should keep his outsideness, which means that the independence of subject should be remained. Habermass"s and Bakhtin"s theory both emphasized the importance of communication/dialogue. Habermass"s theory and Bakhtin"s theory are of complementarity with each other, shedding great enlightenment on the research of translation intersubjectivity paradigm.
As Chen Daliang concluded that the translator is the translation subject, the author the creative subject, the reader the receptive subject [3] . The translation plays a leading role in intersubjectivity. On the one hand, the translator communicate with the author through the text in order to understand the author"s intention and the text"s meaning precisely; on the other hand, the translator should negotiate with the target readers, making the translation fit the target reader"s expectation.
An Analysis on the Selective Translation of Li Sao from the Perspective of Translation Intersubjectivity
Huang Zhonglian classified selective translation as one of the eleven translation variation approaches since he proposed his Translation variation theory. The other ten approaches are: (1)compilation, (2)translation and rewording, (3)contraction, (4)comprehensive rewording translation, (5)rewording translation and comment, (6)translation and comment, (7)remodeling translation, (8) annotation, (9)translation and writing, (10)citation [4] . As Huang points out: "A selective translation is an edition and translation process, which selects the main contents of the original text according to translator"s specific needs, or the partial contents that attract the target readers" [4] . The selective translation approach does not take "equivalence" as the rule for translation. A great deal of translator"s subjectivity is reflected when the translator extracts the thick into thin and keeps the finer part. Of course, the translator"s subjectivity cannot expand without limitation. A qualified translator can never make a deliberate misinterpretation out of context. Translator is endowed with much power by selective translation when he is free to choose which part he would like to translate. The greater the power, the stricter the constraints. Before the translator starts his work of selective translation, the translator must have a full understanding on the original text"s overall content and structure, making a reasonable planning for the selection. A successful selective translation is the result of the compromise of each subjects, and eventually reaches a state of harmony. [5] For Qu Yuan, The ritual suicide at Miluo River was the consequence of his despair by the fall of his birthplace and misery of his fellow countrymen [6] . Hinton must resonate with Qu Yuan"s despair and convey it to the target readers. Most translators are convinced that they can do it better than all the others, particularly when it comes to literary and artistic genres [7] . They are, in the first instance, readers, and are subjective as any other readers [7] . As translators, however, they are in a position to formalise their perception and interpretation of a poem in their translation [7] . Despite the fact that Hinton might not share the same life experience with Qu Yuan, Hinton could evoke his emotion by empathy or from the similar life experience. Translator is also a media, matching the target readers" emotional connection with the author. Hinton"s understanding to Qu Yuan"s life experience was one factor that decided which part of Li Sao Hinton wanted to translate. In Hinton"s view, Qu Yuan"s life story is the narrative outline of "Confronting Grief" [5] . So he selected the contents that can mostly reflect Qu Yuan"s noble character of patriotism and refusal of being contaminated by evil influences.
Selective translation approach liberates the translator"s subjectivity as the translator can exert his creativity by reconstructuring the text, making the translator no longer the author"s slave. However, the selective translation definitely spoils author"s intention. Much deletion of original text violates the translation ethics that the translator should respect to the author"s intention.
Translator and Text. Among the three translation subjects (i.e., the author, the translator and the reader), the text is regarded as the object which needs to be understood. Then, during the process of making selective translation, the translator must have devoted much time and intelligence for selecting the contents that conveys the most information, detaching the part that the target readers are difficult to digest and remaining the best parts of the text.
The content and structure of Li Sao is very complicated. The figures like Nü Xu (which was defined as the name of Qu Yuan"s sister by Wang Yi, who was a litterateur in East Han dynasty), Chong Hua (the name of the king Shun, an ancient Emperor of China), Fu Fei (the guardian of the River Luo), Jian Di (the first ancestress of the kings of the Shang dynasty), Er Yao (two daughters of the Lord Youyu), Ling Fen (the Shaman), Wu Xian (the greatest of all the Shaman Ancestors), Peng Xian (an upright minister at the court of the Shang kings, who drowned himself when his good advice was not taken) are keys to promote the plot. A general structure of Li Sao is as follow: an introduction to "my" birth and family background→exiled by the king because of "my" honesty → Nü Xu"s persuasions → making "my" plaint to Chong Hua about "my" three times unsuccessful quests for a suitable mate (involving Fu Fei, Jian Di and Er Yao) → asking Ling Fen and Wu Xian for divination → making a wondrous journey → reaching a conclusion that "I" shall join Peng Xian in the place where he dwells.
Hinton"s selective translation deleted Nü Xu, Chong Hua, Jian Di, Ling Fen and Wu Xian. So the overall structure of translation is: an introduction to "my" birth and family background→being exiled by the king because of "my" honesty →stating "my" twice unsuccessful quests for a suitable mate (involving Fu Fei and Er Yao) →making a wondrous journey → reaching a conclusion that "I" shall join Peng Xian in the place where he dwells. As Edwin Genzler commented: "Bassnett hopes to liberate translators from their slavish attachment to the source text, and empower them with positive imagery" [8] . It means that the translator could exert his translator"s subjectivity in the text, rather than making a negative copy to the original text. Hinton noted that Confronting Grief is in fact very long and rather tedious [5] , so he created a much shortened version of the original [5] . Hinton abandoned the parts in which he was not interested, while remaining the parts that can mostly express Qu Yuan"s noble personality and trace of life, and editing the text in smooth and coherent connections.
However, the deletion has made some loss for the original text. In the original text, Nü Xu"s persuasions and "my" asking Ling Fen and Wu Xian for divination expressed "my" dilemma of cherishing "my" moral integrity in the foul world. Without these parts, "my" deep sorrow and anger cannot be fully expressed in Hinton"s selective translation. Translator and Reader. Readers perceive an end-product, a result of a decision-making process; they do not have access to pathways leading to decisions, to the dilemmas to be resolved by the translator [9] . The translator acts as a bridge by connecting the communication between the author and the target reader. During the process of translation, the translator should communicate with the intentional reader in mind in order to provide a translation that the readers want. The intersubectivity requires that the translator establish a communicative relationship with target readers, as the translator exits to make an effective translation text for readers, while an effective translation text should not only carter to the readers" taste, but also a guidance and enhancement for the readers" appreciation ability. Therefore, whether a translated text can be accepted by the target readers concerns much on the appreciation ability of the target reader and artistic vitality in target language culture.
Although a selective translation text has abandoned some contents of the original text, causing great loss for the author, the quality of the selective translation text might be even better than a complete translation text, since the translator has much time to polish his work. Transcreation is inevitable when translating Chinese poetry to English. Transcreation is a long-established tradition in many cultures that transmits cultural knowledge and values in accessible, exciting, attractive modes to new audiences [10] . The translation of Li Sao is full of rhythm as Hinton adopted utilized the -ing form of words as his transcreation, delivering a phonological charm to the target readers, for example: /scattering ranges/ of /rainbow cloud/ shrouded in shadow/, /jade phoenix-bells/ moaning echoes/ through the sky/. /My team/ of /eight dragons/ writhing and rippling/, /trailing out /pennants and streamers/ of cloud/. The domestication strategy of iambic form makes it easy accepted by English readers. Moreover, the translation form is neat and balance, which meets the readers" aesthetic demands for a poem.
Since there are many culture-loaded words in Li Sao, Hinton adopted the domestication strategy in order to make these words intelligible for English readers, as the following table presents: 
Summary
This paper analyzed David Hinton"s selective translation of Li Sao from the perspective of translation intersubjectivity. Though, Hinton"s translation made a great loss for Qu Yuan the author, as Qu"s idea cannot be fully expressed in a selective translation, as for Hinton, on the other hand, the selective translation makes Hinton no longer a slave of the author when he could reconstruct the text in his translation. As for the readers, this is an ear that requires speed and efficiency, a selective translation has the advantage of efficiency which match the times, so that it quickens the culture transmission of the source language in target language. Indeed, the original text of Li Sao is pretty long and obscure. Hinton"s selective translation of Li Sao follows the outline of Qu Yuan"s life experience, providing the readers an intuitive understanding of Qu"s personality and the aesthetic value of the text. This paper also suggests that a negotiation between translator and author, translator and text, translator and target reader is very essential when making selective translation. Though any deletion of the original text spoils the author"s intention, the translator must minimize the damage in the selective translation by preserving the finest parts that express the author"s intention mostly, meanwhile, the translator must take full consideration on the reader"s acceptance and interest. A base line which translator should bear in mind is that selective translation inevitably spoils the author"s intention, the translator should adopt this method well by never distorting the author"s intention.
